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Arlette Zinck ana Sylvia Brown

young native teacher is left to man an isolated mission
north of Lake Winnipeg. Although his mother was
aboriginalj he laments the "dark heathenish" ways of
his charges. Before long he -succumbs to the depression and illness
that the place seems to breed and, by 1874, he is replaced at the
mission and disappears from church records. Twenty-six years later his
name resurfaces as "Translator" of a Cree edition of Bunyan's The
Pilgrim's Process. Meanwhile, in 1885 another half-native missionary
arrives in London for the first time, aboard a Hudson Bay Company
ship. As he navigates the unfamiliar roads to the offices of his
missionary society, his hands clutch the reason for his visit: yet another
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Cree translation ofThePiJ^rim'sProgress. He has initiated and completed
the translation himself, and now he is doing what he has watched his
white, British-born colleagues do. He is going "home" to London to
see his book tiirough the presS|and to raise funds for the mission fields
abroad." Finally, in a wealthy Toronto parish in the 1950s, a white
missionary" long since retired from active service in the High Arctic
prepares his own translation oiPhePilgrim'sProffess'YaX.o Inuktitut.' For
him, the act of translating enacjts a fantasy about continuing service in
the mission field. It also helps to shape his relatively short period
among the people of the Arctit into a reassuring narrative in which he
has always been the teacher,always the soldier of Christ ranged against
the forces of "darkness."
^
All three of these stories raise questions about the place and
function of The Ptlgtim's Process at points of intersection between
cultures and languages, but dso at points of crisis in the lives and
identities of its translators. The issue of Bunyan's "portability," and of
the new meanings and uses Hs most famous text picked up as it
traveled, has been raised recently and provocatively by Isabel
Hofmeyr.^ In her pioneering study of missionary translations of The
Pilgrim's Progress, Hofmeyr seeks to undo the opposition between
"Bunyan at home" and "Bun]^an abroad" by tracing the complex
circuits along which The Pilgrim's Progress tiavdcd. Hofineyr's simulta
neous attention to both the international and intercultural as well as the
local conditions that shaped more than eighty African translations of
The Pilgrim's Progress, as well as her insistence on analyzing the transla
tion as a material object, have proved very useful to our own explora
tions of threeaboriginal Canadian translations of Bunyan's major work:
two in Cree and one in Inuktitut. Hofmeyr's work has encouraged us
to see that the pressures and demands that shaped these translations
came from more than one direction. On a global level, transnational
missionary societies both offered and withheld critical support. While
it has been claimed that these societies universally assumed the
desirability and transportability of Bunyan's narrative—wanted
' All duee of these translations of Bunyan's work were accessed at the Bruce Peel Special
Collections Library, University of Alberta. We are gratehil to librarians Jobii Charles and
Jeannine Green for their assistance with this project
' Isabel Hofmeyr, The Portable Putyan: A Transnational Histoiy of 'The Pilffim's Promts"
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004).
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unambivalendy to see The Pilgrim's Progress proliferating around the
world—vjt shall see that their support for aboriginal translations could
be qualified. On a more local level, each of these translations was also
produced out of personal and community exigencies. Growing out of
the missionaries' impulse to share with newly literate communities a
story that they themselves probably first knew and loved in oral form,
these translations, we will argue, also answered less obvious and less
pragmatic needs—particularly the need to forge relationship and shape
identity. Thus, each translation bears the traces of a "pre-textual" life,
in the oral and corporate worship of a missionary community. And
each, despite the variety of the motivations and circumstances of the
missionary-translators, represents each man's appropriation of
Bunyan's text as a passport into a world to which he did not quite
belong: the educated. Christian, and British missionary culture with
which Bunyan's most famous narrative was for them associated.

^ I: Orality, Community, and Translation ^
During the nineteenth and into the twentieth centuries, wherever there
was a Protestant missionary station—especially one manned by
evangelical Protestants—one could expect to find The Pilgpm's Progress,
usually in a variety of media. Isabel Hofineyr has documented wall
charts, magic lantern slides, and dramatic tableaux in addition to many,
many translations. She has also written of Bunyan's book occupying
"a para-literate zone in which texts become multimedia and
multilingual...configured across the printed and the spoken, image and
text, and, at times, heaven and earth."^ Although Hofineyr writes for
the African context, her words are a good place to begin a discussion
of the place o(The Pilgrim's Pro^ss'm missions to the aboriginal peoples
of Canada, for the nineteenth-century missions to the Cree that
produced translations in that language as well as the twentieth-century
mission to the Inuit which prompted the Inuktitut translation were as
concerned with introducing literacy to traditionally oral cultures as they
were with teaching sound Protestant doctrine. For the missionarytranslators we are considering. The Pilgrim's Progress seems to have been.
Hofmeyr, Portable ^utgan, 27.
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in the first instance, a means for negotiating the divide between orality
and literacy as much as any other cultural divide. Their first "transla
tions" of Bunyan's allegory—^in the widest sense of translation as
"carrying across" {frans + latui)—thus emerge from a dynamic, paraliterate zone, in which oral and visual renditions are as important as
textual translations. Indeed, the textual translations prepared by the
missionaries in their studies seem first to have been prompting-scripts
for appropriations of The Pilgrim's Progress as liturgy, spiritual autobiog
raphy, and oral performance of what was simply a very good story.
Thus, the first "translations" are essentially social productions, rooted
in the communities formed by the missionaries and their converts and
helpers, and bridging the oral and literate cultures of both.
We have most evidence about the emergence of the formal textual
translation from a dynamic, social, and oral context in the case of the
most recent of the translations: the rendering of The Pilgrim's Process
into Inuktitut by Maurice Sidney Flint, a project that occupied Flint
from the late 1930s to 1956, when he published the text as a ringbound, virtually homemade production with the tide Takkorngartauh
Arvertarninga.^ Flint was an Anglican missionary at Pond Inlet, Baffin
Island from 1936 to 1940, working under the auspices of the Bible
Churchmen's Missionary Society. His letters to the Anglican Bishop
of the High Arctic (then operating from Toronto) and to the Secretary
of the BCMS in London provide much of the evidence for how and
why Flint undertook his translation of Bunyan.
Flint first mentioned his work on The Pilgrim's Progress in letters of
August 1938. His fellow BCMS missionary at Port Harrison, the Rev.
John Turner, had lent him an earlier Moravian-missionary translation
for the native peoples of northern Labrador, and Flint announced that
he had "practically completed a transcription of the Pilgrim's Progress,
and have added to this the marginal scriptural references."^ Flint
* [Maurice Sidney Flint ed.], Takkorngartauh Arvtrtaruinga fToronto: Anglican Church of
Canada, Diocese of the Arctic, 1956).
' Flint to Archibald Lang Fleming, Bishop of theArctic, "Pond's Inlet" [si^,16 August 1938,
Archibald Lang Flemit^ Records, M96-97, Box 2/2, Anglican Church of Canada/General
Synod Archives (hereafter cited as Fleming Records). These records are cited with
permission. I am very grateful to Nancy Hum and Laurel Parson at the General Synod
Archives, as well as to Mary-Anne Nicholls at the Anglican Diocese of Toronto Archives, for
their extraordinary helpfulness [SB], The Moravian translation used by Flint was [Christian
Schmitt,] Takkorngartauh Arvertaminga (London: Religious Tract Society, 1901).
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advisedly used the term "transcription" rather than "translation," since
his procedure was to convert the roman orthography of the Moravian
translation into the syllabic system used by the peoples of the central
and eastern Arctic.® The addition of marginal scriptural references,
which FUnt took care to emphasize,^ suggests a text prepared for
private reading and study. Yet in his annual report for the next year,
1939, Flint mentioned that he has been using Bunyan's work "at
alternative evening services."® Thus the work of "transcription" had
an immediate use in the social and oral context of communal worship.
A decade later, when Flint had been out of the mission field for
nearly that length of time, he recalled this quasi-liturgical use of The
Pilgrim'sPrqgress 'ia a recruitment pamphlet he wrote for the BCMS. The
Arctic—iMttd
impersonally described the experiences of "the
missionary," The experiences, however, were clearly Flint's own. In
a section arguing for the funding of evangelical texts in the "Eskimo"
language, Flint obliquely recalled:
When the missionary was preparing the first manuscript of
the syllabic edition of Pilgrim's Progress, he read instalments to
the natives each evening. As he enlarged upon the Slough of
Despond, one old Eskimo man suddenly saw himself
weighed down by his own sins and slowly sinking in the
"soft snow of evil" all around. He recognized the LordJesus
Christ as his only Helper and Saviour. Some months later, as
this poor man lay dying, he scrawled a note to the missionary
requesting medicine, but he closed with these words—"If
you have no medicine, or if it does not reach me, it does not

' Flint could do this because the indigenous languages of the circumpolar region are closely
related. E. A. Watkins, a nineteenth-century missionary stationed at Fort George, for
instance, was able to begin his own "translation" work because he found his young Inuk
assistant Peter was able to identify a great nuny words in the 1850 Moravian Bible. Kenn
Harper, "Gospel Selections; The First Book in Inuktitut Syllabics," Unpublished paper
presented to the Fourteenth Inuit Studies Conference, Calgary, August 2004.
' He mentions them again in his annual report toBishop Flenung and Dt D. H. C Bartlett,
secretary of the B. C. M. S, 25 August 1938. Fleming Records.
' Flint to Bartlett, "Pond's Inlet" [sic], 22 August 1939. Fleming Records.
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matter, for I have hidden God's Word in my heart and all
will be well for ever and ever. Thank God.'"

In 1956, the year that Flint finally published Book I of Ti&f Pilffim's
Progess, he again recalled these Bunyan "sessions" and the conversion
of the old man. In a letter Flint sent to the then Bishop of the Arctic,
Donald Marsh, with a copy of the newly published translation, he
wrote, "This work was first started in 1938, and I read episodes from
it to my Congregation at Pond Inlet. Ola Toni Koonoo was converted
at one of these sessions, and witnessed a good confession in his dying
some months later."^" After so many years away from the Arctic—the
above was in fact written from Boston, where Flint was completing
course work for a Ph.D. in psychology—Flint was keen to locate his
text in the evangelically fruitful mission field where he had first
introduced The Pilffim's Progress.
He attempted further to recapture the "multimedia" Bunyan, in
its productive place between oral and literate cultures, by actively
pursuing illustrations for his text. At first, he had hoped for "coloured
pictures.. .carefully extracted" from old copies of Pilgrim's Progress.^^ He
pointed out, after evidendy receiving a discouraging letter from the
Bishop of the Arctic's secretary, that he was "in nowise considering
'illustrations for the finished product' As you are well aware, the New
Testament is not illustrated, but 'coloured pictures' are of great use in
teaching the children and adults when reading that Book." Flint clearly

' Maurice S. Flint, The Arctic—Land of Snormtn, Field Survey Na 2 (London: The Bible
Churchmen's Missionary Society, 1948), 36. The passage continues, opposing the
"childhood" of the natives to the manly adulthood of the missionaries: "These poor children
of the dark and icy wilderness are hearing the joyful news of salvation full and free. Some
have responded, and clean igloos and bright faces tell of changed lives and habits. Others
have still to make their choice; or.. .the innocence and purity of childhood can only be saved
and protected as men, moved by the power of the Spirit of God, proclaim the unsearchable
riches of Christ"
" Flint to Marsh, 8 February 1956. Fleming Records. The document is typed on letterhead
for Trinity Church,Toronto, where Flint had become Rector in 1951. But the content of the
letter makes clear that he was wtidng &om the United States, and a curricubmi vitae (to1961)
shows that he was on leave from his parish to complete his degree at Boston University.
"Biographical Statement for Maurice Sidney Flint," Archives of the Diocese of Toronto,
Anglican Church of Canada. This document is cited by permission.
" Mnt to Fleming,1January 1944, North Battleford,Saskatchewan. Fleming Records. Flint
was at the time stationed at North Battleford as an RAF chaplain.
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imagined that his text would be used in combination with another,
supplementary redaction of Bunyan's narrative into visual form; in
other words, he imagined a reinsertion of his published text into its
original dynamic, social, "parahterate" context. In the same letter he
added, "There are in Pond Inlet a complete set of Lantern Slides on
Pilgrim's Progress which will be of great use when the book is put in
use."'^
Evidence for the oral and visual uses of The Pilgrim's Progress is
much more difficult to find in the records of early missionary work
among the Cree of Western Canada. Indeed, even the identity of one
of the translators, John C. Sinclair, is not entirely certain at this point.
It is likely that the John C. Sinclair whose name surfaces on the tide
page of the 1900 Methodist Missions Rooms' Cree edition of The
Pilgrim's Progress is the same man who was trained under James Evans,
the designer of the syllabic system, and William Mason, his successor.
This John C. Sinclair worked as a teacher, translator, and catechist on
the north shores of Lake Winnipeg at Norway House in the 1840s and
then moved further north and east to Oxford House where he
remained until the mid 1870s.^^ Both Norway House and Oxford

" Flint to Miss B. Quirt, Secretary.Diocese of theArctic,19January 1944. Fleming Records.
Miss Quirt had evidently demurred at Flint's apparent request that the Bishop instigate a
collection of illustrations for Flint's translation. The version finally published in 1956 has
illustrations of Bunyan's characters as Inuit, complete with furs and sun goggles, which Flint
wrote were "produced by a keen Christian friend who donated his labors in the cause of the
work amongst the Eskimos." Flint to Marsh, 8 February 1956. Fleming Records.
" Both the annual reports for the British Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society and the
early historical account written by Mrs. Frederick Stephenson confirm that the Metis man
named John Sinclair who translated the Bible under Evans at Norway house was the same
man who operated the Oxford House mission as Catechist and Native Teacher during the
years 1863-1874. See Mrs. Frederick Stephenson, One Hundred Years of Canadian Methodist
Missions, 1824—1924 (Toronto:. Missionary Society of the Methodist Church, 1925). William
Mason refers to him asJohn Sinclair, Jr. throughout his journal. See William Mason,Journal,
13 January 1849, Methodist Missionary Society Archives (MSS) Box 9, fiche419. School of
Oriental and African Studies (SOAS) Archives Department, University of London. The
native teacher at Oxford House refers to himself as John C. Sinclair both in his private letters
and in the one public submission that is included in the Missionary Society's annual report
in 1865-66. See Annual Report of the Missionary Society of the Wesleyan Methodist Church
in Canada (hereafter referred to as ARMMS), United Church Archives, Provincial Archives
of Alberta. It seems reasonable to assume that John C. Sinclair, translator of The Pi/^m's
Process is the same John C. Sinclair who began his career translating the Bible underJames
Evans and William Mason at Norway House in 1840. Many thanks to Lance Martin,
Archivist at the SOAS Special Collections Library, and to Jane Bowe-McCarthy, Archivist,
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House are located along what was a major Hudson's Bay Company
trading route on the Hayes River, south of the preeminent HBC post
at York Factory. Sinclair was the son of a Scottish Hudson's Bay
Company Trader and a Cree mother.*'* The second Cree translator was
Archdeacon Thomas Vincent III. Although Vincent was the first to
see a translation of The Filffim's Progress into print, he is likely to have
been the younger of the two men. Much more is known about
Vincent. He was born 1 March 1835, and like Sinclair, he was Metis.
His grandfather, Thomas Vincent I, was a Scotsman and Chief Factor,
a senior management employee with The Hudson's Bay Company.
Vincent I directed the key trading posts at Fort Albany and Moose
Factory, located along the southwest rim of James Bay in Northern
Ontario. Both the translator's mother and grandmother were Metis.
Archdeacon Vincent was ordained a minister in the Anglican Church
in 1863, and he served under Bishop John Horden until Horden's
death in 1904. Vincent himself spent Hs entire career in the Northern
Ontario district among the fur-trading communities of James Bay. He
died in Fort Albany in 1906.*®
The glimpses we have of the Pond Inlet community's early
integration of oral, visual, and written forms of The Pilgrim's Progress
provide a possible model of how the Cree translations might them
selves have begun; we do not, however, know for certain whether the
story is the same. The missions among the aboriginal communities in
the far north in the twentieth century and in the western territories of
Canada in the nineteenth are, however, linked in their common use of
the syllabic system first developed by the British Wesleyan Methodist
Minister, James Evans. Evans developed a simple system of nine
symbols that could be written in four different positions, first as a way
of representing the sounds of Ojibway. After transferring to Norway
House in 1840, he learned Cree and adapted the system for that

United Church Archives, Provincial Archives of Alberta for their invaluable assistance with
these records [AZ].
" This information is provided by Nathaniel Burwash and confirmed by Bruce Peel. See
Nathaniel Burwash, "Gift to a Nation," The Ryiai Society of Canada Transactions 3, Section II,
vols (1911): 3-21. Bruce Peel, R«rrw'&AftW«»PrMr( Montreal: Osiris Press, 1974), 11.
John S. Long, "Archdeacon Thomas Vincent of Moosonee and the handicap of "Metis'
Racial Status." The CanadianJournal of Native Studies
95-116.
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language." John C. Sinclair was himself at Norway House in the
1840s, suggesting the tantalizing possibility that he might have helped
Evans develop the system that he then went on to use for his transla
tion of The Pilffim's Progress. By the 1850s, Cree syllabics were being
adapted to Inuktitut by the missionaries E. A. Watkins at Fort George
and John Horden at Moose Factory—^the same John Horden who was
later to become Thomas Vincent's bishop." The syllabic system,
which was reported to be "so easy,. .that many could master it in a day
and the average in a week,"" was clearly a powerful tool for introduc
ing literacy, with potentially disorienting rapidity, to oral aboriginal
cultures.
For the missionaries who invented and spread the syllabic systems,
literacy was of course primarily the vehicle for the gospel and,
adjacendy, for "civilization." Scripture and hymns in syllabics were the
first priority, but once these became available, attention turned to other
forms of literature." In an article written for the Canadian Royal
Society in 1910, Methodist minister Nathaniel Burwash enunciated the
common assumption that fueled the translation of British literature.
He argued that because there was little "native material for literature,"
it had to "be borrowed from the White man."^ Burwash's assessment
was, of course, false. Rich native traditions of orature existed among
the Inuit and the Cree, but these were discounted or overlooked by the
missionaries. Instead, they sought to fill the void they created. Among
the first texts to be "borrowed" was The Pilgrine's Progress.
One assumes that both Archdeacon Thomas Vincent andJohn C.
Sinclair incorporated oral versions of Bunyan's story into their sermons

" tCenn Haqier, "Writing in InuktituC An Historical Perspective," Inuktitut 53 (September
1983):8.
" Harper, 'Writing in Inuktitut," 9,11-13.
'* Burwash, "Gift to a Nation,"11.
" Burwash spellsout this order of production,and itis substantiated byJohn Maclean's 1896
survey of literature available in aboriginal translation. The "literary" choices are decidedly
didactic in their emphasis. In addition to The Pilgrim's Progrest, for example. Bishop Horden
expressed thanks to The Religious Tract Society for their support of a translation of the
spiritual classic The Pe^ ofVag which, he says, is especially valued for its "child-like teaching."
See Samuel Green, The Stoty of The PeBgfotu Tract Sodeyfor One Hundred Years (London: The
Religious Tract Society, 1899): 188. See Burwash, "Gift to a Nation," 3-21 and John
Maclean, Canadian Savage Folk The Native Tribes of Canada. (Toronto: William Briggs, 1896),
534.
^ Burwash, "Gift to a Nation," 12.
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and schoolhouse lessons, but no records of such adaptations remain.
An article published in 1908 in the American Methodist
however,
suggests wide acceptance of the The Pilgrim's Progress as a treasury for
oral teaching. Tided, "Pilgrim's Progress A Book for Preachers," the
article argues that "Few books on homiletics have as much of value in
them for the average preacher as the Pilgrim'sProgress"^^ The Methodist
Review may or may not have circulated north of the border, but it
demonstrates that Bunyan's work was generally being advocated as
sermon material in North America in the early part of the twentieth
century.
TTie resources of narrative that The Pilgrim's Process offers do in
fact constitute a link between the literary heritage of European
evangelicals and the highly developed oral tradition of Aboriginal
cultures. An extract from the Anglican Church Missionary Society
report for 1900, for example, remarked with some amazement that
"without the aid of organ or choir" church services drew native
participants who "come and love to come and hear again and again the
Old Story."^ In many respects. The Pil^m'sProgress'ms itself a version
of the "old story" that, with its journey motif, its demons and mon
sters, and its difficult terrain had the potential to become a cultural
intermediary, a recognizable frame upon which familiar indigenous
characters and motifs could be connected in substance and style with
the new Christian message.
The love of story and the significance placed on story certainly
constitute possible points of contiguity for "translators" of Bunyan in
the widest possible sense, whether they are aboriginal or British, living
in the Canadian west or in the Arctic. But there are also slippages in
understanding. In one particularly telling incident, a native interpreter
acknowledged the power attributed by the missionaries to the "word"
and, by extension, to the "book." The anecdote reveals the potential
for double meaning that stories of all varieties must have had during
this dynamic period of interchange between forms of orality and

" Ezra Tipple, "Pilgrim's Progress: A Book for Preachers," MetboSstRemea',90 (Jvdy 1908):
581.
° Archdeacon R. Phair, Extracts From the Annual Letters of the Missionaries for the Year
1900. Church Missionary Society (CMS) Annual Report, Andean Church of Canada.
Accessed online 24 November 2004 at Peel's Prairie Provinces
(http://peel.libtary.ualberta.ca/cocoon/ peel/ 2495/3. htmQ.
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literacy, and it may help explain the missionaries' desire to "fix" the
text by supplanting the oral tale with a written version. In a story
related by Robert Brown Hill, the Methodist minister John Maclean
played the role of defense attorney in a dispute that occurred in 1864
between a white resident and local natives. Before McLean was crossexamined by a native interpreter, the interpreter presented him with a
large black book and asked him to swear an oath. McLean, we are told,
refused to comply and demanded, "What book is that you have got any
way.. .is it an almanac, or a Bible, a Pilgrim's Progress, or Burn's
poems?"^ Does McLean's derisive comment indicate that the native
interpreter really did not know the difference between these books?
The context does not clarify the incident sufficiendy to know for sure.
But if the native interpreter really did attribute the same magical
significance to any European book, the incident would signal a
moment wherein Christian reverence for the authority of the biblical
word is reinterpreted by native culture as a talismanic power that allows
the book—perhaps any book—to function as a truth serum for white
men.^'^ Even if the incident chronicles nothing more than McLean's
attempt to destabilixe and delegitimize his opponent's gesture of
authority, it provides a clear example of how far Bunyan's book had
permeated the popular culture of the day, and it suggests the desirabil
ity of producing a Bunyan translation in written, ideaUy, in book form
for both white missionaries and the native converts—^albeit for
potentially different reasons.

¥ II; The Missionary in his Study:
The Labor and the Desires of Translation ^
Sinclair, Vincent, and Flint each felt themselves called primarily to be
teachers to their communities, but each faced enormous practical
difficulties in carrying out his duties. Sinclair was identified in the
Mission Society annual reports as the "Native Teacher," and in the sole

^ Robert Brown Hill, Manitoba; Histoty of its Earfy Settlement, Development and ^sources
(Toronto: William Btiggs, 1890), 162.
" See Hofmeyr's analogous argumentabout the coincidence between western evangelical and
African reverence for the talismanic properties of text in Chapter 6, Portable Buiyan.
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instance in which his personal report from Oxford House was included
verbatim in the annual report, Sinclair made clear that he considered his
ministerial duties to be both a vocation and a burden. The ministry
was not "exactly the work of [his] choice," but he "entered upon it
believing it to be the appointment of Divine Providence."^ In
addition to pastoral work, the manual labors involved in running a
mission in such an isolated location were considerable. Food was
always scarce, and winter conditions were brutal. His pupils were
unpredictable; their parents' seasonal travels played havoc with regular
attendance. As a teacher and as a father, he was near despair over the
lack of opportunities afforded to his own children at the Oxford
House mission.^®
His isolation, in short, was terrible. Yet both ministry and
teaching are by their nature social occupations. While Sinclair's educa
tion would have set him apart from the native community and from
the many less educated Metis and British-born laborers who lived in
and around the mission sites, his lack of ordination also set him apart
from his ordained colleagues. This physical and emotional isolation
evidently took a toll. The reports filed on behalf of the Oxford
Mission duringSinclair's tenure there trace a steady decline in his spirits
as he faces hardships, natural disasters and deprivations of aU
sorts—alone.^^ Clearly, however, his early exposure to the scholarly
work of teaching and translation was formative, since he returned to
this work years later when his other connections with mission work
appear to have terminated. If Sinclair was stUl alive when his transla
tion went to press in 1900, even a conservative estimate of his age
would place him in his late seventies or early eighties.
Thomas Vincent was also keen to distinguish himself as a teacher
among the natives and to provide for the further education of all of his
parishioners, and he too faced considerable obstacles. Although the
climate of theJames Bay region was every bit as inhospitable as that of
" Native Teacher's Report, Oxford House, ARMMS, 1865-66.
^ Report on Oxford House by Egerton Ryetson Young, ARMMS, 1869-70.
" He was not the first to succumb to these pressures. Two of the previous British-bom
ministers were removed from the territory after several years of service had taken its toll on
their mental and physical heath, and Sinclair's successor, Orrin German, sounds terribly
morose within a few years of his arrival in the west See reports by Egerton Ryerson Young,
ARMMS, 1868-69 through 1871-72 and Orrin German's report from Oxford House,
ARMMS, 1876-77.
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Sinclair's district, Vincent's pastoral duties required that he travel long
distances from one trading post to another. Vincent made a name for
himself early with his heroic SOO-mUe trek on snowshoes from Fort
Albany to Red River for his ordination in 1863. On many occasions
afterward, distance and inclement weather proved no obstacles to
Vincent as he made his rounds in the widespread mission fields of
James Bay. Interestingly, he seems to have regarded the time spent
alone in his study at Fort Albany translating The Pilgrim's Prqffvss2& more
taxing than his heroic travels. He noted in his correspondence with the
Reverend C. Fenn, Honorary Secretary of the Church Missionary
Society in London, that after the translation work he was "feeling a
good deal overworked, and that a litde rest would do (him] good." He
viewed the trip to London to "see [his] book through the press" as an
opportunity to rest after his labors.^
But while the isolation and physical hardships of the mission field
appear to have been less daunting for Vincent than for Sinclair,
Vincent faced other challenges in his desire for advancement. As John
Long points out in his investigation of the racial pressures that may
have prevented Vincent from becoming bishop of the region after
John Horden's death, native clergy had to work extra hard to gain
"sufficient influence" over white European settlers.^ While the
churches recognized the need to develop competent native and Metis
clergy to minister to the aboriginal populations, these same men had to
prove themselves adequately "white" in their education and selfunderstanding to be acceptable to those with the power to grant
promotion. Vincent's desire to meet this requirement is perhaps heard
in the plea that he made to the London-based missionary society
during his visit there to oversee production of The Pilgrim's Progress. In
his self-fashioned role as teacher to both the indigenous and British
populations, Vincent proclaimed, "My wish is... to form a smalllibrary
at Albany for the English Speaking portions of my people there, not
forgetting those who are in the district, and who also would benefit by

^ Vincent to Fenn, London, 19 February 1886, General Synod of the Anglican Church of
Canada Archives, Church Missionary Society Records, (hereafter referred to as CMS
Records), reel A113.
" Long, "Archdeacon Thomas Vincent," 11.
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it »3o Yijjcgnt was granted a small subsidy, but his larger objective was
thwarted: he was never promoted to Bishop.
For both Vincent and Sinclair, the decision to translate formally,
to turn an oral-visual, communally owned "Pilgrim's Progress" into an
authoritative publication, a Vilffim's Progress that would teach their
native parishioners in their own language, could be seen as a response
to the range of difficulties they faced. For Sinclair, the translation work
allowed him to exercise the scholarly, learned parts of himself that were
so often frustrated on the mission field. For Vincent, this same work
represented his attempts to establish his credentials among the
educated and scholarly elite of the white, British church hierarchy.
For the white, British-born Maurice Flint, ministering to the Inuit
in the years leading up to the Second World War, one might assume
that questions of cultural credentials and cultural identity would be
different, would perhaps not be questions at all. On the contrary, it is
precisely through Flint's translation work, including but not restricted
to The Pilgrim's Progress, that we can see him managing very similar
problems and insecurities to those experienced by Sinclair and Vincent.
Flint arrived at Pond Inlet in 1936. He was only twenty-three and
unordained. Indeed, he was a very recent "convert" to Christianity
himself, having only been baptized in 1935. He had taken up his post
in Canada without having completed his studies at a theological college
in Bristol and, despite prompts from his bishop to get on with his
priest's examinations, FUnt remained unordained for his entire stint at
Pond Inlet.
The study of the language, Flint quite reasonably pointed out in
his annual report for 1938, was his priority, "the fulfilment of my
duties to the natives."^' The annual report of 1939 reports the
examinations still not done, although Flint also reported that he has
done much scriptural "transcription" work (again converting the texts
of Moravian missionaries into syllabics) and that he was looking
forward to receiving an "Eskimo type writer" with which he could
make "some copies of Pilgrim's Progress which I have practically
completed." He complained that if he did "work on the priests [j/r]
examination my thoughts will be centred outside this sphere of service.

CMS Records, 17 November 1885, reel A113.
" Flint to Fleming, "Pond's Inlet" [sic], 15 August 1938. Fleming Records.
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while if I am doing work connected with the people my mind is with
them always."'^
This last remark sets the stage for Flint's continued preoccupation
with producing a translation of The Til^m's Process for the Arctic
mission field, a preoccupation that persisted after his departure from
Pond Inlet in 1940, ostensibly for reasons of health, until he printed a
run of copies at his own cost in 1956. He became what might be
termed an armchair missionary, metonymically substituting 'Svork
connected with the people" in his study for actual presence in the
mission field. Having tried to convince Flint to remain in the Arctic,
Bishop Fleming was scathing when he heard that Flint intended to
continue to do "important ttanslational work" for the Eskimo in
southern Ontario. Fleming wrote, "it is doubtful whether your labors
will be of any value in the immediate future...[their] value is distinctiy
limited compared to the value of your wimess and service in the
field.. .Only by hAung with the people as you have done can you hope
to make the best progress with the language."'^ Still, Flint persisted in
his "translational work" for the next twenty years; it helped him to
continue to think of himself as a missionary and, more importantly, as
a scholar.'"*
For Flint, The Pilgrim's Progress was also part of the fabric of
militant English Protestantism. In 1949, Flint published a short
memorial biography of the Reverend John Turner, who had originally
lent him the copy of the Moravian Pilgrim's Progress for transcription.
Flint expliddy compared his former colleague with "Greatheart,"a not
unusual identification in missionary biographies;" the context is a long
extract from Turner's journal, in which he recounted a verbal sparring
match with a Roman Catholic priest before an audience of Inuit. Flint

^ Flint to Bartlett, "Pond's Inlet" [sic], 20 August 1939. Fleming Records.
^ Fleming to Flint, 12 May 1941. Fletning Records.
" After some early stops and starts—matriculating, instance, at the universities of both
London (1931) and Durham (1934),but receiving no degrees—Flint went on to earn multiple
qualifications: his BA from the University of Toronto in 1950,a "Master of Sacred Theology,
(Psychology of Religion)" from Boston University in 1951, followed by a doctorate from the
same university in "thecombined field of psychology and pastoral counselling" when he was
in his forties. "OPS chaplains need special skills" [unreferenced newspaper clipping] and
"Biographical Statement for MauriceSidney Flint," Diocese of Toronto, Anglican Church of
Canada Archives.
" Hofineyr, PertirMrB/opw, 160-62.
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excitedly imagined the scene, adding to Turner's account his own
visualization of "perspiring natives crowded together, with their dark
eyes intent upon the speakers and the flickering light of the blubber
lamps casting strange shadows on the igloo walls." For Flint, the
encounter was "reminiscent of the words of John Bunyan," and he
goes on to quote direcdy a passage from the second part of Pi/grim's
Progress, in which Mr. Greatheart, aided by Mr. Contrite, Mr. Holy Man,
Mr. Dare-Not-Iie, and Mr. Penitent go out and fight a monster who
is clearly the Antichrist of Revelations 17:3—^identified by militant
Protestants since the Reformation with the Church of Rome. Bunyan
saw the monster as Rome, and so did Flint, who ends his chapter with
a proselytizing (and militarizing) call to the mission field:
But even John Bunyan never conceived of Greatheart as
going into batde by himself. Perhaps now that Greatheart
has been called from the fray, his comrades of history will
step forward to fill the breach and meet the raging of the
seriously wounded enemy.''
Here Flint invokes Bunyan in order to set opposing terms at war with
each other: Protestant and Catholic and, by implication, English and
non-English cultures. The oppositions appear through the filter of yet
another, racialized, opposition: light and darkness. The Inuit audience
with their "dark eyes"—^Flint elsewhere calls them "children of
darkness""—stand for the territory to be fought for on these multiple
fronts. Bunyan also helps Flint to reinsert himself into the story, for
he also has been "called from the fray." By writing and continuing his
"translational" work, though, he can continue to fight the good fight,
to be "Greatheart."
Interestingly, despite his mixed heritage, John C. Sinclair repro
duced the same raci^zed opposition between Christian light and
heathen darkness. For him, translation of The PtJgnm's Progress also
appears to have created a passport into Christian and English identity.
^ Maurice S. Flint, Operation Canon: A Short Account of the Life and Witness of the ReverendJohn
Hudspith Turner (London: Bible Churchment's Missionary Society, 1949), 52-55. John
Bunyan, ThePilffint's Progress,ed. N. H. Keeble (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1984), 232.
" FUnt, The Arctic,12. The next chapter of this pamphlet is tided, characteristically, '"Scatter
the Shadows of the Night.'" See also note 8.
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With it, Sinclair was advertising his allegiance to the "light" of
European culture and Christianity. As James Riddell notes, Sinclair
was himself a convert to the faith, having been baptized by Robert
Terrill Rundle at the Methodist mission at Norv^y House, possibly
only a few months before James Evans arrived at the post in August
of 1840.^' Thirty years later, however, Sinclair sounds as though he
had never known another way of being. His native parishioners seem
foreign to him, and their belief systems unfathomable. In his report
from Oxford House in 1866, Sinclair declared "the native mind,
although converted, requires constant instruction. There is a seeming
inability to grasp the spiritual." He reassured his audience in central
Ontario that he was laboring to bring "Gospell light to the untutored
and darkened mind of the heathen."^' One might assume that a shared
native heritage might have allowed Sinclair to identify more closely
with his parishioners, but this seems not to have been the case. The
colonizer's codes for race and class are in play here. The educated son
of a Scottish trader perceived a great social distance between himself
and the native Indians. Thomas Vincent, on the other hand, seems to
have had a more critical perspective on his cultural identity. From his
youth he had served the Christian establishment, beginning work as a
schoolteacher and catechist at the Hudson's Bay Trading Post at
Moose Factory as soon as he had graduated from his parish school,
and being ordained a deacon in 1860 to begin his ministry at Fort
Albany.''® From the outset, however, his approval of all things English
was somewhat qualified: he concluded in a letter to a friend dated 1859
that while it is "good to be English, very good' it is possible to be "too
English."*^ Ultimately, his instinct to withhold his complete approval
for all things English was proved sound. The latter years of his career
were marred by a persistent lack of promotion, despite both honorary
degrees and the honorary title of "Archdeacon." When Bishop
Horden died, Vincent even undertook his duties as "interim" replace
ment but was refused the bishopric itself.

" ]. H. Riddell, Mttbodismin the MiddU West fToronto: Ryerson Press, 1946), 30.
* Native Teacher's Report, Oxford House, ARMMS, 1865-66.
^ Long, "Archdeacon Thomas Vincent," 3.
" Vincent to Chapman, 16 September 1859, CMS Records,reel A-98. Quoted by Long See
page 15.
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^ III: Home and Away: Print and Distribution ^
The dividedness evident in Vincent's observation that it is "good to be
English, very good^ but that it is also possible to be "too English" also
prophetically mirrors the ambivalence with which his translation oiThe
Pilgrim'sProgressveas received by the institutional bodies &om which he
might very well have expected to receive unambiguous support. We
know that Vincent did all of the translation work himself by 1885, but
that his Bishop assisted with the final editing. We also know that
Vincent traveled to London to oversee the production of the volume,
an enterprise that was financed collaboratively by both the Anglican
Church Missionary Society (CMS) and the Upper Canada branch of the
London-based Religious Tract Society."*^ In the end, however, it was
Bishop Horden who w is given public credit for the work. Vincent was
forced to bear the heavy costs for the trip to London himself—a trip
regularly paid-in-full for his British colleagues who were entitled to
furlough.
Tlie Church Missionary Society Archives contain letters ex
changed between Vincent's bishop, John Horden, the Reverend C.
Fenn, Honorary Secretary of the Church Missionary Society in
London, and Vincent himself. These letters tell the story of the
frustrations and obstacles Vincent faced in seeing his translation o(The
Pilffim's Progress into print. Vincent clearly initiated the trip to London
himself, but Horden approved of Vincent's leave only on the condition
that he pay his own expenses, although he suggested to Vincent that
the Missionary Society might help.'*^ When Vincent arrived in London,
he discovered that his clothing and personal effects, which had traveled
separately on the company's freight ship, went down with the vesseL
And so Vincent arrived in a strange land, quite literally with only the
clothes on his back and his translation of Bunyan in his hand.

Vincent's manuscript is extant See Katen Evans, Masinahikan; Native Lanpeage Imprintsin
the Archives and Libraries of the Anglican Church of Canada fToronto: Anglican Book Centre,
General Synod Archives, 1985), 277. According to Evans, the manuscript is housed at the
Synod Office,Diocese of Moosonee, Anglican Church of Canada,Schumacher. Evans notes
that five illustrations are included in the manuscript This suggests that further illustrations
were introduced at the time of printing. See also note 45.
•" Vincent to Fenn, London, 19 February1886, CMS Records, reel All3.
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Eventually, the Missionary Society did provide some assistance, but
grudgingly, and Vincent was fuUy aware of the tension he caused.
Over the next months, Vincent's letters betray his growing
concern over difficulties encountered in the printing process. Fenn
had apparendy suggested that the delays were Vincent's fault, that
Vincent had not yet completed the translation work. Vincent's
response is sharp:
Do not think that my work is done with The Pilgrim's Progress,
I do heartily wish it was. The translation is complete, but it is
only half through the press and the proof sheets requite my
constant attention.'*^
The printing itself took place at The Religious Tract Society. The
evidence of the illustrations suggests that the book was not deemed
worthy of considered attention. Generally, there were a limited
number of recognizable "sets" of illustrations for Bunyan's work.
Even though mismatched pictures—that is, pictures drawn from dif
ferent sets—are not uncommon in missionary volumes of The Pilgrim'J
Progress,*^ in Vincent's translation the fourteen illustrations are a
particularly motley assortment taken from several existing European
editions and positioned in the book randomly, with little relation to the
adjacent text. There are multiple representations of the same scene, for
instance, some depicting Christian as a mature man, others as a young
boy.
In the end, Vincent's deep, personal, and costiy commitment to
the production of the finished text was erased entirely from the public
record of the volume's production. The Religious Tract Society
announced in its 1899 centennial history of the organization that a
volume of The Pilgrim's Progress in the language of the Cree Indians was

" Vincent to Fenn, 23 February, CMS records, reel A113.
This comment about the history of illustrations for The Pilgrim's Progress comes from
Nathalie CoUe-Bak, who is currently researching this area. I am indebted to Dr. Colle-Bak
for her expert assistance in assessing the illustrations included in both the Vincent and the
Sinclair translations [AZ]. Gerda Norvig also confirms that eighteenth-century editions of
Bunyan's work often appeared with sloppy use of illustrations. See Dark Figures in the Desired
Country-. Blake's Illustrations to The Pilfflm's Process (Berkeley; University of California Press,
1993), 120.
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accomplished "For Bishop Horden.'"** No mention of Vincent was
included apart from a general statement that the western bishops were
aided in their labors "by other Christian workers."
In Sinclair's case, no records have been found to show when the
translation work occurred or under what circumstances. We do know
that the Methodist Missions Rooms, Toronto, published the volume
in 1900.'*^ We also know that there was a significant lapse between the
translation itself and its publication. In 1896 historian and Methodist
minister, John Maclean—the same Maclean who refused to be sworn
in on the unidentified black book presented to him by the native
interpreter—concluded his exhaustive survey of aboriginal translations
by telling his readers that "a new edition of Bunyan's immortal work
is being issued by the Methodist Publishing House at Toronto.""*
Here the cultural specificity of aboriginal translations is submerged in
the assumed universality of The Vilffim's Progress. The book does not
appear, however, for another four years. More evidence will be
required before we can understand what caused the delay. It is odd,
however, that the Missions branch of the Methodist Book and
Publishing House undertook the production of Sinclair's text when
Archdeacon Thomas Vincent's volume was already available. Given
the paucity of translations, the duplication seems curious except that
Sinclair's translation is much more extensive. Sinclair's volume
includes Part One and Part Two of The Pilgrim's Process, as well as a
brief biographical sketch of Bunyan, Bunyan's poetic apologies for the
books, and a brief glossary of key terms. Sinclair's text was evidently
conceptualized as a replacement for Vincent's earlier work. It appears
that Bunyan's work was deemed important or popular enough in
" Samuel G. Green. Tbe Stoiy ofThe
Tract Societj/forOne Hundred Yean. (London: The
Religious Tract Society, 1899),188.
•" The Methodist Missions Rooms, Toronto is the publisher listed on the title page of this
volume and of some 25 others listed in the catalogue of The Universityof Alberta Library and
of the British Library. Little b known about this obscure branch of the Methodist Book and
Publishing Houseapart from the fact that italso printed the annual reports for the Missionary
Society of the Wesleyan Methodist Church in Caiuda in connection with the En^ish
Conference at steam power press, na 9 in the Wellington Buildings on King Street, Toronto
throughout the late 1850s to approximately 1867, when the press appears to have moved to
the corner of King and Bay streets. The Methodist Mission Room seems to describe the
office in which the secretary of the Missions conducted his work, and the tide was applied to
books published by way of funds raised for missionary purposes.
^ John Maclean, Canadian Savage Folk, 534.
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mission wotk among the Cree, even in 1900, to warrant the second,
expanded version.'*'
The story of Bunyan translations as "important" or "popular,"
something that missionary societies unquestioningly wanted to
propagate around the world, is of course the taken-for-granted story.
Where we have details for our three missionary translators, however,
we find that translation seems to have been undertaken for deeply
personal reasons—for reasons of identity and cultural belon^g—and
that the translator then found a surprising lack of support for printing
and dissemination and, no less troubling, a lack of recognition of the
authorship/authority that the translator had sought to gain by his
labors. This was true for Vincent. It was also true, perhaps more
surprisingly, for Flint. In February 1956, Maurice Flint wrote to the
then Bishop of the Arctic, Donald Marsh:
My dear Bishop, I am enclosing herein a copy of a work
which I have just completed after some 14 years of spas
modic labors....With the printing of this copy of the Pil
grim's Progress, I clear my filesor.... I hope this new work
will be used to further the cause for our Lord and Saviour
and His Church, in the Diocese of the Arctic'"
Marsh replied rather discouragingly:
Dear Mr. Flint...1 have not had time to do more than glance
at the book. It is well set out, but, being in the old age
group, I find the print rather small. I suppose the basis for
this work was the Moravian translation, although of course
that is several years old now and the language changes. You

49
Certainly, Sinclair's is a far more handsome volume than Vincent's. The red cloth cover
is decorated with ornamental engravings. The title, printed in gold letters, reads "Bunyan's
Pilgrim's Progress in Cree." Although the book only contains one illustration, a rather
Victorian-looking sketch of Bunyan seated before the window of his Bedford jail cell, hands
clasped in prayer, the illustration is not immediately identifiable as a copy of an existing print
Perhaps it was drawn especially for this volume. Every detail indicates that a great deal of
care went into all stages of the book's production.
^ Flint to D R Marsh, 8 February 1956. Fleming Records.
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do not mention to what use this book is to be put and I am
rather curious as to methods of distribution, etc.®*

In his reply from Boston, where he was at that time taking courses for
his doctorate, Flint seems defensive and aggressively deferential;
I had not thought in terms of distribution in the North not
daring to think beyond the stage of your seeing the work. It
had been hoped that you would be pleased and happy to give
your permission for it to be used by your missionaries in the
North, and if not it would have been placed in storage and
left.
Flint then adds that he has produced five hundred copies at his own
expense, which have cost him ninety cents per copy, but he is unclear
about whether he expects his costs to be covered or not.®^ It is
tempting to think that Flint was not thinking realistically about the use
of his translation at all, only about himself as translator, as a scholar
contributing to the work of the mission fields from his study where
doing work "connected with the people" substituted for actual
presence. This interpretation is supported by the response of Bishop
Marsh himself, who pointedly refused to see the translation on Flint's
terms, as a weapon or tool to "further the cause." That Flint probably
saw himself as wielding this weapon by proxy is indicated by the
apparent note of disappointment and deliberate distancing when Flint
writes to Marsh of "your missionaries."

^ rV: Conclusion ^
The progress of the missionary translations among aboriginal Canadi
ans requires, of course, a much fuller and more extended examination
than we have attempted here. We have endeavored to uncover the
story from the production side, considering the book's journey from
oral to written and vdtimately printed form, as well the personal and

" Marsh to Flint, 15 March 1956. Fleming Records.
" Flint to Marsh, Boston, [date-stamped 23 March 1956], Fleming Records.
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cultural motivations of the translators themselves. The full story of the
reception of these texts, however, remains to be told. We have
speculated that part of the utility o(Tbe Pilgrim's Progress for its mission
ary translators was as a possible cultural intermediary, a two-way frame
upon which familiar indigenous characters and motifs, as well as
evangelical messages, could be hung. Native "translators" like Ola
Toni Koonoo clearly adapted Bunyan for their own purposes and in
ways that seemed to the missionaries to mirror back their own
teachings to them. But what other sorts of translations, appropriations,
even subversions might Bunyan's text have gathered as it progressed
through western and northern Canada? Possibly, oral, visual, or other
paraliterate forms need other kinds of archival enquiry than we have
been able to undertake.
Without doubt, however, owners, readers, and users of Vincent's,
Sinclair's, and Flint's translations translated Bunyan fur
ther—appropriated the apparently "fixed" text for their own personal,
cultural, spiritual purposes. They continue to do so. A recent (2004)
letter from the current Bishop of the Arctic, the Right Reverend
Andrew Atagotaaluk, makes this clear for Flint's "transcription" of
Takkamgartaub Arvertarninga, and we feel that it is fitting to give the last
word to him:
Many of our older people have read and reread the book for
a good nximber of years....One word of caution though,
there are a number of typing errors in the text and this may
make it difficult for people to read. Yet it was one of the
most popular reading materials for Inuit in Maurice Flint's
day when not much reading material was available in Inuktitut."
Bishop Atagotaaluk also notes that copies of FUnt's transcription of
Bunyan's work are still occasionally requested.

" The Right Reverend Andrew Atagotaaluk, Bishop of the Arctic to Sylvia Brown, letter 5
July 2004.

